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2019/20 has been a great year for us, despite an extremely
challenging national picture. In this time we welcomed Dave
Wilkinson as Chair of our Board and we know he has very
much enjoyed making a difference for tenants. However this
year is tinged with sadness too as we approach Paul
Tanney’s retirement in September 2020.

We have been awarded the highest health and safety rating
from the British Safety Council for the ninth year in a row,
alongside securing ISO 45001 (which is the international
standard for occupational health and safety) for the first
time following its introduction in March 2018. We have also
received our Customer Service Excellence reaccreditation
from the Government for the tenth consecutive year. We
were also proud to host an exhibition at Doncaster Museum
and Art Gallery commemorating 100 years of social housing
in the UK, which received national coverage. We are proud
to be achieving excellence, even in difficult times and we

continue to transform services to deliver excellence. Our
new Customer Access Team has been launched to improve
first point of contact services and we are enhancing our IT
systems to provide an improved service to our customers.

We remain a good performing, mid-to-low cost housing
provider keeping our tenants at the heart of our work and
have continued to welcome new Board members and
tenant representatives.

We hope you enjoy reading our annual review which
demonstrates how we make a difference day in day out,
thank you for taking the time to read it.

Welcome to St Leger Homes’
Annual Review for 2019/20. We are
Doncaster Council’s award winning
social housing company, providing
over 20,000 homes to local people,
helping to create neighbourhoods
that people are proud to live in.
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We continue to aim for the highest standards of Customer Service Excellence, as well as being an
employer of choice. Last year we were shortlisted for eight national and regional awards – in addition
to this we achieved the following:

Doncaster Council Celebrating
Safeguarding Awards
We won a safeguarding award for the work of the Tenancy
Sustainability Team, supporting vulnerable tenants in difficult situations.

BeWell@Work Silver Award
Following the very positive and active engagement with staff
wellbeing representatives across the business, we achieved
Silver level and are working towards the Gold award. We are
committed to making our workplaces supportive and productive
environments where employees can flourish.

SHIFT Silver Award
In October 2019 we achieved a silver level SHIFT (Sustainable
Homes Index for Tomorrow) award for environmental sustainability,
reducing the carbon footprint of our housing, our offices and our
supply chain. This will help inform our new environmental strategy
to be developed during 2020/21.

Municipal Journal (MJ) Awards
– Care and Health Integration Award
Awarded for the partnership work of the Doncaster Complex
Lives Alliance around homelessness.

Doncaster Business Awards
– Customer Service Excellence
We were runners up for this local award from the Doncaster
Chamber of Commerce and received a commendation for our
commitment to Customer Service Excellence.

Customer Service Excellence Reaccreditation
We have secured reaccreditation from the Government for our
Customer Service Excellence to tenants for the tenth consecutive year.
To achieve this award we had to demonstrate that we reach standards
of excellence in 57 areas that are a priority for customers,
with particular focus on delivery, timeliness,
information, professionalism and staff attitude. We
continue to put customer service at the heart of what
we do, and we are delighted that this is recognised
through the independent assessments that have
been undertaken by the government assessor.

British Safety Council 5-Star Health
and Safety Reaccreditation
We are delighted that the independent audit by the
British Safety Council has shown that we continue to
be a best practice organisation when it comes to health and safety.
To achieve a five-star rating for nine years in a row underlines how
much we value health and safety as an organisation, as we work
hard to keep our staff and tenants safe at all times.

ISO 45001 Health and Safety Standard
ISO 45001 is an international management standard for health
and safety that was established in 2018 and we are proud to have
applied and secured this for the first time as an organisation.
Alongside the British Safety Council audit, this shows we have
effective and robust health and safety management systems,
processes and actions in place to protect our staff and customers.

The BIG (Building Industry Greats) Awards –
Sustainable Building Services Student of the Year
We are proud that our apprentice gas fitter, James Winstanley,
won this prestigious building services award for excellence
and outstanding performance from Leeds College of Building.

Last year, 97% of the waste generated by
St Leger Homes’ offices was diverted away
from landfill and instead turned into Refuse
Derived Fuel (RDF). RDF can be used to
generate heat and electricity, and helps to reduce reliance
on fossil fuels for energy. Improving the environment for
you and future generations is very important to us.

“St Leger Homes is a customer focused
organisation, providing excellent customer
service, with a high level of customer satisfaction.
Consultation is clearly central to service
improvement. There is a clear understanding
of the needs of a range of customer groups
which has resulted in some good examples
of improvements in service delivery.”
The Customer Service Excellence Assessor
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Maintaining and
Managing Homes

Last November, people in Doncaster faced
an extremely difficult and upsetting situation
when heavy rainfall led to widespread
flooding across the borough.
With a month’s worth of rain falling in one day the effects were
devastating for local families, especially those living in areas like
Bentley, Fishlake and Stainforth.

In the days and weeks following the floods, hundreds of members
of our staff, together with colleagues from Doncaster Council, the
Environment Agency, police and fire service worked around the
clock to help and support people living in the worst affected areas.

Alongside colleagues, we knocked on the doors of over 1,000
tenants and residents to check on them and assess their needs
and offer reassurance during this difficult period. We immediately
set up key workers for every tenant affected helping tenants with
everything from financial support, insurance claims, sourcing
replacement furniture and appliances, liaison for repairs and
emotional support where it was needed.

In the initial period, we handed out 50,000 sandbags to help people
defend their homes against the flood waters. We also installed flood
gates to bungalows in Toll Bar to prevent further flooding and
provided dehumidifiers to properties with flood damage. 1,900
residents were evacuated from 1,200 properties across Doncaster
(including people living in 75 St Leger Homes properties).

We helped with the setting up of community recovery hubs and
two rest centres with partners including Doncaster Council,
assisting over 100 people, particularly offering housing advice

Floods

“Staff are very committed,
helpful, supportive,
knowledgeable, positive,
approachable and hard
working. A particular recent
challenge, which has been
handled very well, has been
dealing with those affected
by flooding in the Bentley
and Fishlake areas.”
The Customer Service Excellence Assessor

to those whose homes had become uninhabitable and arranging
accommodation to those in need.

In the aftermath of the floods, we offered ongoing tenancy support
and financial advice, as well as organised community
clear up days to take away materials damaged by the floods.

Our Garage 32 project helped provide replacement items of
furniture to struggling households and we were also able to offer
a number of our empty garages for community groups to store
donations that had been given for flood victims. We also offered
our Shaw Lane depot to store white goods and pallets of food
before they were distributed to tenants and residents.

Whilst restorative work has been undertaken on 63 of our homes
affected by the flooding, some works are still ongoing and have
unfortunately been delayed further by coronavirus. We will keep
working to restore these properties as quickly as is possible.

We are proud to have been shortlisted for a
Housing Heroes Award for this work – and to
have been involved in visits made by the Prime
Minister and HRH the Prince of Wales.
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We are very proud of our staff who have spent the lockdown period
working hard for some of the most vulnerable people in our local
communities as part of the Doncaster Community Hub, offering
advice as well as practical assistance like delivering prescriptions
and preparing food boxes. The hub brought together partners
across health, social care, volunteer sector, housing and other
statutory and support services, and we were proud to play our part.

We also led on the work proactively contacting 17,600 shielded
people across Doncaster, deploying staff to deal with inbound
and outbound calls to manage the ongoing support needs for
those who couldn’t leave their properties.

Away from the challenges
of coronavirus, we are
pleased to have completed
the installation of sprinklers
alongside other fire safety
improvements in all our high
rise properties and continue
to carry out regular fire
safety risk assessments.

We also undertook regular
stock condition surveys
across our properties
throughout the year and
once again maintained
our gas servicing checks
at 100% – ensuring
wherever possible we
keep everyone safe.
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Maintaining and
Managing Homes

At the end of 2019/20, like most businesses
across the country, we were impacted by the
appearance of the coronavirus.
The coronavirus outbreak has meant big changes for the way
everybody works and our focus throughout this period has been
to keep everyone safe. For us this meant a number of our non-
essential services were suspended until Public Health advice and
Government guidelines said it was possible to resume these.

We are pleased to say that throughout the lockdown period we
were able to continue to provide our emergency repairs service
24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We also continued our gas
servicing and compliance checks to keep everyone safe for the
majority of lockdown, and we continued renovating our void
properties to ensure they could be brought back into use for
customers in need of urgent rehousing.

“Thank you gas engineer Mitchell
for your help. You were amazing,
a real credit to St Leger Homes
in helping a vulnerable person in
temporary accommodation in need
during lockdown.”
Homelessness Support Worker

Our performance

collections and deliveries
were completed by our
Customer Access Team

on behalf of the
Community Hubs during

the coronavirus lockdown

1,206
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Digital transformation and customer access
As an organisation which always keeps
tenants at the heart of our work, in 2019/20
we continued to make our services more
accessible, joined up and focused on
customer excellence.
We continued to transform how we deliver services to our customers
by implementing the Customer Access Team (CAT) and continuing
with The One Project (TOP) which will help provide our staff with a
single view of our customer and their interactions with us.

The Customer Access Team (CAT)

In 2019/20 we set up the CAT to deal with all first point of contact
calls from our customers. Whether customers are reporting repairs,
making rent enquiries, contacting about estate and housing issues
or something else, all these enquiries are now dealt with by the
CAT to ensure quicker and more efficient responses.

The CAT cuts down the need for callers to be passed around the
organisation to different teams for different enquiries and ensures
front line staff answering calls have all the information they need
at their fingertips.

Initial feedback from our most recent Survey of Tenants and
Residents (STAR survey) shows that satisfaction around accessing
our services improved, rising from 89.2% in 2018/19 to 90.2% in
2019/20 – and satisfaction around how helpful our staff were rising
from 93.6% to 95.8%.

The next phase of the transformation will focus on how we can
help our customers to access more of our services online and
to self-serve where appropriate. We already ensure customers
can pay by direct debit via our website and the SLHD App.

The One Project (TOP)

We have continued to progress TOP to help streamline the amount
of IT systems we need to deliver our services. Whilst some of the
timescales have been affected by the coronavirus outbreak, this
new housing management system will help make our responses
quicker and better tailored to our customers’ needs by combining
different IT systems into one place – and in many cases reducing
the time staff have to look at different systems to carry out their role.

Customer Access
Strategy

We want to make it as easy
as possible for customers to
access our services and we are
also listening to how they want
our services to be provided.
In 2019/20 we started consulting
on our new Customer Access
Strategy, which will set out
how we deliver services for
the next four years. Regardless
of personal circumstances,
it is important our services are
provided in a way and in a timeframe that meets the needs of
individual tenants, whilst at the same time is efficient for both
ourselves and the customer.

“Significant improvements over the
last year include the commencement
of implementation of The One Project
(TOP) new IT system which will provide
a new Tenant Portal, and the creation
of a new Customer Access Team, dealing
with first point of contact enquiries.”
The Customer Service Excellence Assessor

customers satisfied
around how helpful

our staff are
(STAR survey)

95.8%
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Repairs

We know it’s important to always listen to our customers,
ensuring our services are improving wherever possible, but
particularly so in the areas that are most important to them.

Getting repairs done quickly and to a high standard remains
something that is top of most tenants’ priorities. We are pleased
that our 2020 Survey of Tenants and Residents (STAR survey)
results showed a significant increase in satisfaction with our
Repairs and Maintenance service which now stands at 90.1%
(an increase of 4.2% on the previous year).

Overall our performance on repairs has been encouraging,
particularly the improvements seen in the last two quarters of
the year, whilst void turnaround times steadily improved to
above target. We are proud to have maintained our right first
time completion rate at 99.24%.

We consulted with tenants about how we can improve our services
further and got some great feedback about our scheduled repairs
service. As a result we have made some amendments to our
procedures, especially around the time taken for repairs to things
like showers, which will now be completed as standard repairs
going forward meaning they are sorted out more quickly.

Rapid Repairs Service

We continue to provide a Rapid Repairs Service pilot, working in
partnership with the NHS, assisting customers who need works
carried out to help them leave hospital more quickly or remain in
their own homes due to medical need. We will assess the positive
impact this scheme has had locally before making a decision
about rolling it out further, but we are pleased with the difference
this service is making.

Repairs and capital investment

Capital Investment

We spent £20.9m on tenants’ properties and investment in local communities, with £10.45m of this being delivered in-house by our own
staff. This included:

We made a number of external improvements to homes to help
make them warmer and improve energy efficiency, this included
585 homes assisted in Mexborough via our in-house external
programme; 72 Easiform homes in Wheatley and Clay Lane;
as well as External Wall Insulation and other improvements to
66 homes in Balby.

Overall some 5,163 homes received investment throughout
the course of the year, and 99% of homes are now at D or better
EPC rating, which is great news for the environment.

We listened to tenants about improving parking locally and
provided 10 estate car parking schemes, easing traffic congestion
for 197 of our homes, including major Improvements to the old
garage site at Tranquil Walk, Rossington, as well as improving
18 garage sites across the borough.

We invested in CCTV improvements in the town centre as
part of our work in partnership with South Yorkshire Police
and Doncaster Council to tackle antisocial behaviour and
aggressive begging.

“I want to pass on my thanks to the
plumber who visited my mother.
Not only was he able to use his trade
skills to get the boiler running, but he
used excellent customer service skills
to explain to an 81-year-old woman what
he had done. Thank you!”
St Leger Homes Tenant

electrical upgrades
for items like fans,
smoke alarms and

heat detectors

1,896
heating upgrades

1,093
sprinkler installations

in high rise flats

603 162 new kitchens
46 new bathrooms
31 shops improved
26 communal halls

improved
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were helped through
our ‘Support to

Sustain’ approach

1,470

Housing management and our Customer Appeals Panel
In 2019/20 we were proud to receive praise
from the National Federation of ALMOs
(NFA) for our innovative approach to
housing management, putting tenants’
needs at the heart of our work.

The NFA report, entitled ‘Managing To Make A Difference:
Housing Management In The ALMO Sector’, featured a case
study of how we have completely changed the way we deliver
housing management to a model focused on working with
tenants to help sustain their tenancies.

In 2019/20 our ‘Support to Sustain’ approach continued to deliver
great results, helping 1,470 people – with the average time in
support being 14 days. 24 clients were also assisted as part of
the Rapid Rehousing Pathway pilot project.

We are delighted about the success of our Support to Sustain
approach, and hope it will help others across the country looking
for different ways forward as they go through challenging times
– whether that’s caused by factors such as Universal Credit
changes, an increase in vulnerable tenants seeking help or the
economic impact of coronavirus, we know Support to Sustain
is a flexible approach that can deliver positive outcomes.

“You have given me independence,
confidence and really helped me in
areas I knew nothing about.”
St Leger Homes Tenant

“Thank you for helping me, I know I can
trust you, and that usually takes time.
I don’t like to tell new people my story.”
St Leger Homes Tenant

Customer Appeals Panel

We have listened to feedback from tenants and implemented a
new approach to investigating complaint appeals – and we are
really pleased by the results so far.

The Customer Appeals Panel is a tenant focused body, made
up of two tenant representatives (from a rolling group of 11
tenant representatives) alongside a member of the Customer
Relations Team.

The panel independently investigates complaints, aiming to come
to a conclusion in a fair and impartial way. We hope this new
approach will help us to learn from our complaints and to challenge
current procedures and practice where appropriate to improve
our service to all customers.

In 2019/20 the panel considered seven appeals. Although the panel
have so far not upheld any of the appeals they have overseen,
they have made recommendations to improve the services in each
instance. We have received positive feedback from most tenants
and staff members who have taken part in the process.

“I am pleased to say the Customer
Appeals Panel has been interesting and
productive. It has helped to put forward
the tenant’s perspective to problems with
services and responses. It has given me
an opportunity to express my opinion and
I feel it has been valued on each occasion.
Long may it continue.”
Ron Rickwood, St Leger Homes Tenant

clients were also
assisted as part of

the Rapid Rehousing
Pathway pilot project

24
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Tenants and
residents taking
part in a Food
Safety course
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we helped tenants
reduce rent arrears
by more than £83k

£83k

Our Tenancy Sustainability Team continues
to offer much needed support and advice to
people who find themselves in need. It is not
unusual for people who have rent arrears
to have other debts and money problems,
so the help we give often makes a real
difference on many levels.

In 2019/20, we helped 1,470 people with a variety of issues – also
referring many to get the expert help they needed for drug and
alcohol problems or mental health issues from other organisations.

We helped tenants reduce their arrears by more than £83,000 and
achieved over £856,000 financial gains for our customers. Of those
we supported, almost 94% still had their tenancy 6 months after
our support had ended (against a target of 85%).

We made many improvements to the way we manage our income
collection process and in the way we provide early support for
new tenants, helping us achieve an outstanding year-end arrears
position of 2.77%.

We work closely with the Department of Work and Pensions (DWP)
at a national and local level and in 2019/20 we were selected to
take part in two ground-breaking pilot schemes. The first was
relating to changes to the Alternative Payment Arrangements, which
we now pay on a daily basis, and the second was working with the
DWP to improve the way that they receive information about rent
increases at the end of the year – this meant over 4,000 of our
tenants in receipt of Universal Credit did not have to report the
increase themselves, protecting payment of rents as well as
safeguarding tenancies.

We are pleased that our innovative approach to supporting tenants
continues to inspire others in the sector and we have accepted
many invitations to talk about our work across the country to share

best practice with others – talking about the positive impact we
have had in the lives of customers living across Doncaster.

Alongside this work, our staff have continued to hold fundraising
events to support our eight local foodbanks across Doncaster –
and we are proud that in 2019/20 we surpassed previous records
by raising £1,378. This meant a total of 1,434 kgs of food, or the
equivalent of 2,868 meals being donated to local families in need.

Across the business we also took part again in the Mission
Christmas Appeal, organising collection and delivery of presents
for children in Doncaster who otherwise wouldn’t have anything
to open on Christmas Day. Our staff donated in excess of 150
presents for local children.

“I feel like the support I have been given
has turned my life around because I did not
know which path to take. Thanks again.”
St Leger Homes Tenant

“You supported me with getting my ID,
benefits, bank account, GP and carer,
and you helped me understand my
paperwork. As a result I am becoming
more independent.”
St Leger Homes Tenant

raised to go towards
foodbanks across

Doncaster

£1,378
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Our Tenancy Sustainability Team
raising money for local foodbank
The Wellness Centre
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Apprentices and student placements
Apprenticeships

In 2019/20, we recruited fourteen new apprentices (nine within the
trades’ teams and five office based). In addition, we were able to
support ten existing employees to upskill using an apprenticeship
qualification funded through our Professional Development
scheme. Five existing apprentices secured permanent employment
within our business and a further two apprentices were supported
to gain employment within the borough.

By investing in our apprenticeship scheme, we were able to reach the
Government target of having at
least 2.3% of our total workforce
as apprentices – and we expect
to achieve this figure by the end
of the next financial year.

Our trades apprenticeships
offer hands-on experience of
skills such as gas fitting, electrical
work, roofing and bricklaying –
and we are very proud that
one of our gas fitting apprentices,
James Winstanley, won the
Sustainable Building Services
Student of the Year at Leeds
College of Building BIG (Building
Industry Greats) Awards.

We continue to encourage and support women into trades and
construction roles within the business, and are proud to offer an
inclusive learning environment where all can prosper.

Over the last year we have been working closely with local schools
and colleges, supporting young people throughout the borough by
attending careers events, offering interview and CV skill support
and career guidance. This has proved highly successful as we
received over 260 applications for our new trades apprentice
vacancies, which will commence in September 2020.

Student Placements

We recruited three university students as part of our 12 month
long, Student Placements Scheme. We have benefited from their
fresh ideas and a different perspective, as well as helping them
on their journey into work. We will be recruiting a further three
during 2020/21.

“St Leger Homes is one of the biggest
companies in Doncaster so I think that
this apprenticeship is going to give me a
great chance to reach my end goal, which
is to learn my trade and progress in the
housing sector.”
Aman Adal, Apprentice Electrician

of our former apprentices
have gone on to secure

full time employment with
us, which is testament

to the high quality of the
training that we are able

to give people

97%
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Working with
the Community

Our 2019 apprentice and
work placement intake
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Our World of Work scheme
Last year 139 people living in our properties signed up to the World
of Work (WOW) Academy. We advertise the scheme widely to our
tenants and their families via personal referrals, HouseProud, our
website and via our social media platforms.

The scheme now offers two forms of assistance for participants
as follows:

Support and Learn

Our traditional ‘support and learn’ courses saw 36 people sign
up to one of the four courses we ran, centring on cleaning and
multi skills/ground working.

In total 22 participants on the ‘Support and Learn’ scheme came
to work for St Leger Homes for six months after completing their
respective courses, whilst the scheme assisted a further 31 people
into employment.

These courses offer hands on placements allowing people to
become an active part of our work. For example, participants on
the cleaning course have assisted in preparing empty properties
for incoming tenants, whilst the multi skills teams have worked on
our bungalows, repairing paths and pavements, erecting fencing
and undertaking low level gutter clearing.

“It’s helped me with my confidence and
I have learnt many skills along the way.”
World of Work Participant

General Employment Assistance

For World of Work participants not wishing to join a ‘Support
and Learn’ course, they can now access general employment
assistance with job and training searches, CV and application
form help and practical preparation for job interviews. As part of
this, a successful initiative launched last year where group emails
are sent to participants, matching job and training opportunities
with their individual areas of interest – several participants have
subsequently gained work or started training as a result of
receiving one of these emails.

“The great thing with the WOW scheme is
seeing the positive difference the scheme
can make, from the moment you start
working with a participant to the point
where they feel more confident and they
have gained the necessary skills to enter
the world of work.”
World of Work Co-ordinator

Antony, a St Leger Homes tenant attended the World of Work
multi skills course in August 2019 and immediately formed a
bond with the other course participants. Upon completion of the
course he applied and was successful in gaining a temporary six
month paid training contract within our business. During the time
spent with us, Antony attended courses around GDPR, Asbestos
Awareness and safeguarding and was successful in gaining his
Construction Skills Certification Scheme (CSCS) card.

For Antony, the support and learn scheme provided him with a
lot of confidence and hope for the future. He said that his family
didn’t think he would stick with the role and so he was proud to
prove them wrong. He has also now taken the decision to take
driving lessons and to return to college to study functional Maths
and English, as he recognises these qualifications will add to his
CV and increase his chances of gaining future employment. In
the meantime, the WOW Coordinator continues to support him
with general employment help, assisting him in his search for
meaningful employment.

Case study
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Customer involvement
During 2019/20 we worked
closely with a number of local
groups to improve lives in our
local communities.

Involving our customers
is very important to us to help
shape how we deliver our
services, listen to their ideas,
views and feedback. We also
engaged with a number of hard
to reach groups, including 1,367
young people by working with
local schools and colleges.

Below are some of the stand
out things we helped with.

Positive Activities Group (PAG) Funding
We helped over 18 community groups and organisations through our
Positive Activities Group (PAG), contributing over £4,990. PAG funding
support local groups to run activities that benefit the local community,
with every successful application receiving up to £250 each.

Tenants and Residents Associations (TARAs)
We continue to work with local Tenants and Residents Associations
(TARAs), helping them with activities and engagement in local
communities for people of all ages. In October 25 students
attended a social action project alongside Barnby Dun TARA to
engage with the elderly as part of the big garden project – this
three day project was very successful in building relationships
across different generations. We also ran two Family Fun Days
encouraging young people to engage with their local TARA.

“I have lived in other local council areas
and this is the best place that I’ve been
in. St Leger Homes really seem to care
about their tenants.”
St Leger Homes Tenant

Cantley House Care Leavers Scheme
This innovative scheme in Cantley provides supported living homes
for young people leaving the care system. This project is run in
partnership by Doncaster Children’s Services Trust, Doncaster
Council and St Leger Homes, equipping care leavers to take
ownership and responsibility for their own future. Due to the success
of this scheme, there are now plans to open two further homes.

Communication Specialist College Work Experience
A successful project enabling students from the Communication
Specialist College with additional needs to gain work experience
and secured 3 volunteering opportunities within the Maple Grove
communal hall. Students have been invited to visit our offices to
hear about our World of Work scheme and involved students in
reviewing of our Customer Access Strategy.

Junior Schemes
We ran a Junior Citizen Programme in two local schools working
with 26 young people and additionally a Junior Police Community
Support Officer Scheme in partnership with South Yorkshire Police
engaging 35 young people.

These schemes help greater understanding of community safety,
whilst increasing the resilience and confidence for the young
people involved. These projects were accessible to all abilities,
with 70% of those taking part in the PCSO scheme having a
Special Educational Need.

TRIP completed reviews into four areas of the business
– Void Turnaround Times; Customers’ Own Improvements;
Scheduled Repairs and Estate Walk Procedures – as well as
taking part in additional reviews of the Housing Management
Policy and Service Standards.

The panel continues to grow in numbers, recruiting new
members, enabling them to focus on improving even more
areas of the business.

We were delighted when Betty Clayton, TRIP Chair, was invited
to attend the National Federation of ALMOs Board in London
to talk about her involvement with St Leger Homes both as a
tenant and TRIP member. Betty gave great praise in how we
listen to tenants and value their input.

Tenants and Residents Involvement Panel (TRIP)

community groups
and organisations

were helped through
our Positive Activities

Group (PAG),
contributing over £4,990
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Community projects
See The Person

We are passionate about reducing the stigma associated with
living in social housing, and as part of this commitment we are
proud to be a member of the See The Person initiative telling the
stories of some of our tenants via short films, which we shared with
all our employees at our Staff Conference. This campaign helped
provide many positive examples of the work we carry out on
a daily basis, helping support and empower our tenants and
raise confidence.

Garage 32

Garage 32 our furniture recycling scheme goes from strength to
strength, giving vital support to 115 tenants who were unable to
furnish their properties. Garage 32 played a big part in helping
tenants following the recent floods and we are now rolling out
similar schemes in different areas of the borough, with centres
in Kirk Sandall, Denaby, Balby and hopefully two more in Carcroft
and Adwick in the coming months.

“I have used Garage 32 several times over
the last year, the furniture and goods have
been invaluable in helping the vulnerable
clients that I work with.”
Gav Nicholl, Move On Officer, Refugee Integration
– AMIF, Adults, Health and Wellbeing

b:Friend

We are proud to have been supporting local charity b:Friend in
their efforts to tackle loneliness in Doncaster since 2018. The
charity pairs volunteers with isolated older neighbours, arranging
weekly get-togethers as well as home visits over a cuppa and a
chat – this has been really valuable during the lockdown period
where social isolation has been more commonplace.

High Rise Forum

Alongside installing sprinklers in all high rise properties, we set
up a High Rise Forum so we can better listen to our tenants who
live in these homes. We continue to review and improve fire safety
in our high rise properties and work with tenants to improve our
communications around this important issue.

You Vs Train

We are delighted to have taken part in the You Vs Train project,
set up by Street Games UK, to help educate young people about
being safe on the railways.

We were awarded £1,600 funding to help us deliver sessions to
146 young people across local primary and secondary schools,
working alongside partner organisations including the Ahead
Partnership, Opportunities Doncaster and Enterprise Adviser.

Many of those engaged completed additional
safety training and volunteered within the
community alongside our tenants and residents.

The People Focused Group (PFG)

PFG have around 600 core members, with
around 60% of these being our tenants. We hold
fortnightly drop-ins to offer support and discuss
any issues relating to our work – and also
donate food collected by our staff to help their
community kitchen, where the vulnerable can
share a meal and socialise.

“This group reduces social
isolation and loneliness. It
gives you a sense of purpose
and identity, and the feeling
that you’re giving something
back into the community.”
Glyn, PFG member

We helped set up the
Communi-tea Café in Milton
Court as a community
venture, offering over 50
vulnerable young people
with additional needs
valuable employment skills
in kitchen assistant, hosting
and service roles. The
scheme is run by J&D
Activities, and we provide
the accommodation free
of charge – in return, we
have an agreement that we
have a say in how profits
are reinvested into the
local community.

Communi-tea Café
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We have already highlighted earlier in
this report two major challenges which
we have had to either overcome or
mitigate as a business – namely, the
devastating floods of November 2019
and also the serious situation and
lockdown that resulted from the
coronavirus pandemic across the UK.

However in addition to this there have
been other key challenges, which remain
with us and will need to be further
tackled in the future.

Universal Credit Roll Out
Following the introduction of Universal Credit, we have had to work
in different ways to ensure we recover the rent which we are owed
by customers but also to give support which will help tenants with
the ever-changing welfare picture.

As the numbers moving onto Universal Credit in Doncaster
increase, the amount of income at risk and the possible impact
on delivering our services becomes greater, and this is something
that we constantly review. For example, in 2019/20 we had to
collect £4m more in rent than we did in the previous year.

Income management for our tenants on low incomes is a huge
challenge, and that is why we offer tailored support to meet the
needs of each individual tenant, taking into consideration their
unique circumstances.

Through our innovative Tenancy Sustainability Team, we continue
to provide excellent support to tenants who are struggling to pay
their rents – and we will continue to work hard to secure final gains
for our tenants that make a real difference in their lives.

Homelessness
Homelessness remains a major challenge which we tackle
alongside Doncaster Council and other partners. We are pleased
that the partnership work of the Complex Lives Alliance was
recognised in 2019 with the Care and Health Integration Award
at the Municipal Journal (MJ) Awards.

We made successful bids to Government for funding initiatives
including the Private Rented and Rough Sleeper Initiative and the
Rapid Rehousing Pathway, which has further helped us in our work.

We ensured a bed was available for every rough sleeper who
wanted one during the severe weather periods we experienced in
2019/20, putting on extra provision where necessary, and continue
to work with people facing difficulties with their tenancies to ensure
we prevent homelessness becoming a reality wherever possible.

“We just want to take this opportunity to say
thank you very much for helping us through
the process of registration for homeless.
To us you were God sent and we truly want
to say thank you. Honestly, you made the
process easy to bear emotionally considering
everything that we have gone through.”
Customer Helped By The Homelessness Team

“You go above and beyond in your work – you
are very helpful, friendly and excellent and are
really good at what you do. We couldn’t have
done it without your help.”
St Leger Homes Tenant
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At St Leger Homes we always strive for Value
For Money for our tenants and we are proud
to be a low cost, mid to high performing
organisation when benchmarked with our
peers and also all housing providers nationally.

In 2019/20 we operated within budget – and close budgetary
controls remained in place. Our Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
show overall positive outcomes, with most met or within tolerance
– across the 13 service standards, eight are green (on target) and
three amber (within tolerance).

Our 2020 Survey of Tenants and Residents (STAR survey) results
showed that tenants’ overall satisfaction with St Leger Homes
remains very good, with 87% of tenants saying that they are satisfied
with our services. 89.4% of tenants are satisfied with the quality of
their home, while satisfaction with their neighbourhood is at 81.2%.

Tenants feel that their rent provides good value for money –
satisfaction with this is now at 94.2% (up 1.4% on previous results)
– and 72.4% of tenants said they would be likely to recommend us
to family and friends.

We have over 5,000 tenants claiming Universal Credit and we now
collect approximately £14m in rent that would have previously been
paid direct to us through Housing Benefit. We are pleased that we
have continued to have a strong performance in managing rent
arrears – we remained above target in 2019/20 and compare
favourably to other housing providers on this.

We continued to restructure and realign our services to ensure they
remain tenant-focused and meet tenant priorities, strengthening
the Health and Safety Compliance Service, creating the Customer
Access Team (CAT), developing a new integrated housing
management system and adopting an MOT style approach for

Measuring performance
gas servicing. Our online
presence via our website and
social media channels continues
to grow and we continue to
respond to all online enquiries
same day, wherever possible.

Improvements to over 5,000
homes were delivered and this
included an external improvement
programme, heating conversions
and upgrades, communal hall
works, estate works and
structural repairs. We also
continued investment in health
and safety compliance works
in all our properties.

Being a positive employer and supporting our staff wherever
possible remained a key commitment. We delivered a
comprehensive learning and development programme for all staff
during 2019/20 offering over 300 training courses and learning
events, providing the equivalent of over ten learning hours for
every full time employee and completed a wellbeing survey to
identify their main issues and concerns.

We are delighted to have become a Time to Change Employer
demonstrating the organisation’s commitment to change how
people think and act about mental health in the workplace and
make sure that employees who are facing mental health problems
feel supported.

We also became the first housing provider in the UK to sign up to
the MND Charter – a series of commitments setting out how we will
treat people with motor neurone disease and their carers – helping
set the standard for others to follow.

The average weekly rent for a St Leger Homes
tenant is £69.80 – this is what this helps pay for:

Sum of Breakdown
of Rent

Bad Debts 0.50

Capital Investment 23.83

Cost of Borrowing 11.83

Housing Management 18.57

Payments to other Council
Departments 2.14

Rents, rates, taxes 1.34

Repairs and maintenance 11.59

Grand Total 69.80

people reached
via Facebook

(compared to 82,140
the previous year)

635,715
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Watch our Annual Review film by visiting https://youtu.be/PDqmmpIi27o

Do you require this publication in an alternative format, such as large
print or audio? If so, please contact us on 01302 862862.

St Leger Homes
St Leger Court, White Rose Way,
Doncaster DN4 5ND

Web: www.stlegerhomes.co.uk
Telephone: 01302 862862
Email: info@stlegerhomes.co.uk
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